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Prussian Blue

A Simple FFav
avor
or

Hiding on the French Riviera when his cover is
blown, Bernie Gunther finds himself in a catand-mouse game with an old and dangerous
enemy before fleeing to Berlin, where he places
his survival in the hands of dubious former
allies.

A single mother's life is turned upside down
when her best friend vanishes, an inexplicable
event that prompts her to reach out to her blog
readers and the missing woman's handsome
husband before nightmarish realities come to
light.

by Philip Kerr

by Darcey Bell

Dead Letters

The Identicals

Receiving cryptic clues from the wild twin she
believed was dead, a woman embarks on a
scavenger-hunt-like quest to learn what actually
happened.

Forced to call a truce by a family crisis, estranged
identical twins Tabitha and Harper reevaluate
their bond and the resentments that drove them
apart from their respective homes on Nantucket
and Martha's Vineyard.

by Caite Dolan-Leach

by Elin Hilderbrand

You Will Pay

Miss Y
You
ou

Investigating remains found at a summer camp
where a prank gone wrong led to the
disappearances of two teens decades earlier,
senior detective Lucas Dalton struggles with his
father's ties to the case while meeting with five
former counselors, including an erstwhile crush,
to piece together what happened.

A chance meeting fails to bring the 18-year-old
Tess and Gus the love with each other that they
deserve, and they wind through lives that bring
surprises and divert them from their intended
paths, but will they get a second chance at love
together?

by Lisa Jackson

by Kate Eberlen

I FFound
ound Y
You
ou

The Bourne Initiativ
Initiativee

A lonely single mom who offers shelter to an
amnesiac man and a young bride who is told
that her missing husband never existed struggle
to make sense of their transforming worlds and
connection to a sister and brother whose lives
were shattered by secrets more than two decades
earlier.

Amnesiac secret agent Jason Bourne joins forces
with dubious enemies when the murder of a
high-ranking Russian official triggers a
retaliatory plot to steal the U.S. President's
nuclear launch codes.

by Lisa Jewell

Come Sundown
by Nora Roberts

Running the Montana ranch that has been
home to four generations of her family, Bo and
the man she is starting to love encounter her
badly injured aunt, who ran off decades earlier,
before a local murder reveals sinister activities in
the mountains that surround their home.

by Eric Lustbader

Camino Island

by John Grisham

A young woman is recruited to recover priceless
F. Scott Fitzgerald manuscripts that were stolen
during a daring heist.

